
STEP 1: ENROLL AS A MEMBER OF NUI

There are five unique ways to enroll, earn, and succeed at Nui. The first step is to choose which membership you’d like 

to try! Take time to study each membership below to join at a level and pace that works for you. Then, come back to 

upgrade when you’re ready for more!

Access to CORE & 
Reach 

LIMITED Access to 
Nui Back Office

**Total Sign Up Cost:

    FREE

Access to CORE & 
Reach 

Access to Nui Back 
Office

Team Building 
Opportunity 

1-Year Training

Pro Leadership Calls

Level 2 Access to Nui 
Blockchain Education

Access to purchase 
Kala Rigs

*$1,000 Mintage 
Mining Package

$150 Annual Fee

**Total Sign Up Cost:

    $1,150.00

Access to CORE & 
Reach 

Access to Nui Back 
Office

Team Building 
Opportunity

1-Year Training

Member Leadership 
Calls

Level 1 Access to Nui 
Blockchain Education

Optional: Access to 
Mintage Mining ($500 
minimum purchase 
required

$150 Annual Fee

**Total Sign Up Cost:

    $150.00

Access to CORE & 
Reach 

Access to Nui Back 
Office

Team Building 
Opportunity

1-Year Training

Elite Leadership Calls

FULL  Access to Nui 
Blockchain Education

Access to purchase 
Kala Rigs

*$2,500 Mintage 
Mining Package

$150 Annual Fee

**Total Sign Up Cost:

    $2,650.00

Access to CORE & 
Reach 

Access to Nui Back 
Office

Team Building 
Opportunity

1-Year Training

Exec. Leadership Calls

FULL  Access to Nui 
Blockchain Education.

$50 Nui Executive 
Certification Test

1 Kala Rig: $4,000

*$2,500 Mintage 
Mining Package

$150 Annual Fee

**Total Sign Up Cost:

    $6,700.00
*   All mining unit and Kala Rig purchases are 
     processed and purchased directly through Mintage Mining 

** All membership purchases requires an ACH (bank account withdrawal) or Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, or Litecoin 
     payment.

     Blockchain is quickly becoming a game changer in today’s business market. Now is the time to join Nui’s winning team!



The Personal Enrollment Network is composed of 

the members that you personally enroll and helps 

determine your tier qualification in the Team 

Building Structure. There is no limit to the 

number of members you can enroll.
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Any time you enroll a paid member into Nui, they become a part of your Personal Enrollment Network (PEN), 
and are also assigned a position in your Team Building Structure (TBS).
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NOTE 1- The placement of Members in the TBS is performed automatically by the Nui system. Manual 
placement of Members in the TBS is not permitted.
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STEP 2: BUILD A TEAM

DISCLAIMER: Nui makes no representation on warranty, express or implied, as to your income potential. 
A Member’s success depends on many factors including but not limited to his or her skill set, effort, and desire to succeed.

The Team Building Structure is a 3x10 matrix composed of 3 legs and 10 tiers. The TBS fills from left to right, 
right to left, and top to bottom beneath the Enroller. 

Each active member you personally enroll (up to 10) unlocks an additional tier of your tree, allowing you to 
earn commissions for up to 10 tiers beneath you once all tiers are unlocked.



STEP 3: EARN POINTS & COMMISSIONS
There are many different ways to earn commissions with Nui, each determined by your involvement with its many 
products. Become active, find the products that work for you, then reap the rewards as your team joins and 
gets involved.

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP COMMISSIONS
•    Earned for annual Member, Pro, Elite or Executive Member Types
•    Commissions Paid Weekly
•    $30 Annual Enrollment Bonus paid to the Enroller
•    $30 Annual Enrollment Override paid up the TBS (10% each level)

DISCLAIMER: Nui makes no representation on warranty, express or implied, as to your income potential. 
A Member’s success depends on many factors including but not limited to his or her skill set, effort, and desire to succeed.

KALA RIGS MINTAGE MINING CORE ACTIVITIES

Earn commissions for every Kala 
Rig purchased by your team. 
While the total commission 
volume may change as rig prices 
are adjusted, bonus and overrides 
will always be dispersed the same 
way.

Kala Rig Bonus
Kala Bonus CV paid to the Enroller 
or the first active Enroller in the 
PEN upline.

Kala Rig Override
Kala Override CV is paid up the 
TBS 10 levels (10% per tier).

Earn Bonus + Override 
commissions for your team’s 
activity when you join Mintage 
Mining. For every purchase made 
by a member of your team, a 
commission will be paid out in 
BTC.

Mintage Bonus
10% of purchased units paid to 
the direct Enroller.

Mintage Override
20% of purchased units paid up 
the TBS 10 levels (2% per level).

Commissions are earned based 
on the CORE offers completed by 
the members in your TBS. The 
commissions are then divided by 
10 and paid up-line to the first 10 
active, tier qualified members in 
the TBS.



DISCLAIMER: Nui makes no representation on warranty, express or implied, as to your income potential. 
A Member’s success depends on many factors including but not limited to his or her skill set, effort, and desire to succeed.

$250 ÷
Nui pays the �rst 10 active/tier quali�ed Members $25

10 $25=

To be eligible to earn commissions you must:

Be personally active. To be active, you must 
have an active subscription order and have either
a $100 Mintage Mining agreement, purchase of a 
Kala Rig, or 1,000 points in CORE per month. A 
Mintage Mining agreement and Kala Rig purchase 
makes you active for 52 weeks.

Unlock tiers by personally enrolling paid 
members (up to 10). For example, if you’ve 
enrolled 4 members, you have unlocked 4 tiers.

Make sure your members are active. In order to 
earn commissions on tiers, your personally 
enrolled members must also be active. For 
example, if you’ve personally enrolled 8 
members but only 4 are active, then you are 
only eligible to earn on 4 tiers. 

Commissions are earned based on the different 
activity of members in your TBS, whether they 
purchase a Mintage Mining agreement, a Kala 
Rig, or participate and earn points in 
CORE. The commissions are then divided by 10 
and paid up-line to the first 10 active, tier 
qualified Members in the TBS.

EXAMPLE
If a Kala Rig commission is $250, divide that commission by 10 and that is the amount paid up 10 levels.



EXAMPLE TBS COMMISSION PAYOUT

Commissions are paid up 10 active levels 
in the TBS with non-qualified members 
being skipped.
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YOU

This member just purchased a Kala Rig. 
The commission attached is $250.

Are you active? YES
Are you at least Tier 10 qualified?  YES
You receive $25 Commission

Is this member active? YES Are they at 
least Tier 9 qualified? YES Receives $25 
Commission

Is this member active? YES Are they at 
least Tier 8 qualified? NO Does NOT 
receive $25 Commission

Is this member active? YES Are they at 
least Tier 7 qualified? YES Does 
NOT receive $25 Commission

Is this member active? YES Are they at 
least Tier 6 qualified? NO Does NOT 
receive $25 Commission

Is this member active? NO Does 
NOT receive $25 Commission

Is this member active? YES Are they at least 
Tier 6 qualified? YES Receives $25 Commis-
sion

Is this member active? YES Are they at 
least Tier 3 qualified? YES Receives $25 
Commission

Is this member active? YES Are they at 
least Tier 2 qualified? YES Receives $25 
Commission

Is this Member active? YES Are they at 
least Tier 1 qualified? YES Receives $25 
Commission

YOU

LEVEL 7

LEVEL 6

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

SKIPPED

SKIPPED

DISCLAMIER: Nui makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to your income potential. 
A Member’s success depends on many factors including but not limited to his or her skill set, effort, and desire to succeed.
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NUI TERMS & DEFINITIONS

Memberships
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION - $150 yearly membership subscription fee

FREE MEMBER - Non-paid member

MEMBER - $150 annual subscription

PRO MEMBER - $1,000 Mintage purchase + $150 annual subscription

ELITE MEMBER - $2,500 Mintage purchase + $150 annual subscription

EXECUTIVE MEMBER - $2,500 Mintage purchase, blockchain opportunity (purchase of a Kala Rig) + $150 Annual 
Subscription + $50 Certification fee

Compensation Plan
ACTIVE - Active status is achieve by earning 1,000 points in CORE per month, purchasing a minimum $100 Mintage Mining 
agreement, or purchasing a Kala Rig, which makes a Member Active for 52 weeks. In order to take advantage of the 
Nui Compensation Plan, a Member must be Active.

COMMISSIONS - Commissions are earned from the enrollment of new members, and on the various activities completed by 
members within your TBS.

CORE CV - Commissionable Volume calculated by Points earned on the CORE platform. Commissions may vary between 
different product offerings.

CV - Commission volume.

ENROLLER - The person that brought you into Nui.

ENROLLER CV - Commissionable Volume generated from an order that pays directly to the Enroller.

PAY UP-LINE - Members receive commissions from actions completed by unlocked tiers (up to 10) below them.

PEN (Personal Enrollment Network) - The PEN is composed of the Members that you personally enroll and helps 
determine your tier qualification in the Team Building Structure. There is no limit to the number of Members you can enroll.

QUALIFIED/COMMISSION QUALIFIED - Being Commission Qualified allows a Member to take advantage of the Nui 
Compensation Plan. Members become qualified when they personally enroll another member. By enrolling a new Member, a 
tier is unlocked, and the original Member is now qualified to earn commissions. Members can unlock up to 10 tiers, and must 
be active to receive these commissions.

RIG CV - Commissionable Volume generated from the purchase of a Kala Rig. Commission values may vary dependent on the 
current market value of the mining Rig

SPONSOR - The person you are placed below in the TBS. This may or may not be your Enroller.

TBS (Team Building Structure) -  The tier system that a team is placed into and how commissions are based.

TBS CV - Commissionable Volume generated from an order that pays to the “TBS.”

TIER - Each level in a Member’s TBS. When unlocked, Members can earn commissions from this generation in their downline.

TIER QUALIFIED - Members earn on the tiers in their downline by becoming Tier Qualified. For each personally enrolled 
member, a tier is unlocked. In order to earn off these tiers, the personally enrolled members must also be active. Members 
can unlock up to 10 tiers.


